
Laurelhurst Community Club
Serving 2800 Households in Seattle’s Laurelhurst Neighborhood

November 7, 1998

Lyle Bicknell, Land Use Planner
Department of Construction and Land Use
710 Second Avenue, Suite 200
Seattle, Washington 98104
Fax 233-7901

Dear Mr. Bicknell:

Thank you for taking the time to talk to me on Wednesday and Thursday about QFC's plan to expand its
entrance/exit on NE 45th. We appreciated receiving a copy of the drawing of the proposed revision for our
transportation committee to review. As I mentioned on the telephone, we have serious concerns about the safety
of pedestrians and vehicles posed by allowing any left turns for vehicles exiting QFC at this location.

As you know, I made a number of suggestions on the telephone to improve safety associated with any expansion
at this location. We hope that you have incorporated those suggestions in allowing QFC to proceed with the
expansion. Most importantly, before expansion QFC should be put on notice that our community will continue
to work to eliminate left turns out of this location due to the major threats posed to the safety of our neighbors
and others.

In the meantime, our transportation committee has had an opportunity to review the proposed expansion and we
offer the following comments regarding the NE 45th Street ingress/egress at QFC:

1. The revision, as proposed, should permit somewhat smoother traffic movements at this intersection.
However, the project does not address the inherent conflict of east-to-north and south-to-east turning
movements.

2. The project will create very difficult egress movements for the nine parking spaces immediately west of
the revisions.

3. The proposed revisions to the east-west sidewalk should improve pedestrian safety along NE 45 Street
somewhat. The sidewalk setback from the street coupled with the 10-foot wide island represent an
improvement, but the concern remains that southbound vehicular traffic will encroach into the sidewalk
area before commencing their turns. Additionally, westflow traffic turning north will continue to threaten
the pedestrian.

4. The project will improve southflow queuing, and traffic geometries will be improved.

5. Southflow traffic waiting to turn east should have to yield to eastflow traffic attempting to turn north. The
queued traffic on NE 45th Street must have the right-of-way so that the queue can be cleared or at least
contained within the turn lane without spilling out into NE 45th Street. A "yield" sign should face vehicles
in the eastern southflow lane.

6. The revised curb cut fillets on the existing sidewalk may slightly smooth vehicular turning movements.
Again, however, a stop bar may not be enough to prevent southflow vehicles that are waiting to turn from
creeping into the pedestrian area prior to their turn movement.

7. All channelization on NE 45th Street should occur by means of curbs rather than with any painted lines
with buttons.



In conclusion, the project, as proposed, should improve traffic queuing and turning movements somewhat,
while, at the same time offering enhanced pedestrian safety. With right-of-way given northbound turns over
southbound turns to the east, queue lengths on NE 45th Street may be reduced, and vehicles will know which
movements have priority.

Even with the proposed modifications, however, this intersection will remain dangerous to drivers and
pedestrians. There would be a dramatic increase in safety if left turn movements for southflow vehicles were
eliminated altogether.

We understand that QFC is trying to address the traffic backup that currently occurs within University Village at
its NE 45th entrance/exit. Any solution, however, should not further endanger the safety of pedestrians and
drivers. What is needed is comprehensive transportation management planning for University Village and QFC
to address the important traffic, parking and safety issues that have surfaced since expansion of University
Village and relocation of QFC. Piecemeal solutions such as allowing expansion at NE 45th will do little to solve
the problem.

We hope you will consider the concerns and comments of the Laurelhurst Community Club.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Hale, President
3425 West Laurelhurst Drive NE
Seattle, Washington 98105
525-5135 / FAX 525-9631
jeannieh@serv.net
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